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A BSTRACT
Enabling users to push the physical world’s limits, augmented and
virtual reality platforms opened a new chapter in perception. Novel
immersive experiences resulted in the emergence of new interaction
methods for virtual environments, which came with unprecedented
security and privacy risks. This paper presents a keylogging inference attack to infer user inputs typed with in-air tapping keyboards.
We observe that hands follow specific patterns when typing in the
air and exploit this observation to carry out our attack. Starting with
three plausible attack scenarios where the adversary obtains the hand
trace patterns of the victim, we build a pipeline to reconstruct the
user input. Our attack pipeline takes the hand traces of the victim
as an input and outputs a set of input inferences ordered from the
best to worst. Through various experiments, we showed that our
inference attack achieves a pinpoint accuracy ranging from 40% to
87% within at most the top-500 candidate reconstructions. Finally,
we discuss countermeasures, while the results presented provide a
cautionary tale of the security and privacy risk of the immersive
mobile technology.
Index Terms: Security and privacy—Privacy protections; Humancentered computing—Text input; Human-centered computing—
Ubiquitous and mobile devices
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I NTRODUCTION

After decades of research and development [11, 12, 15, 19, 23], augmented reality (AR) technologies are now available for consumers,
offering immersive experiences with a blend of virtual and real-world
contents and promising many practical applications [31, 38]. Having
got the attention of users via smartphone AR [44, 46], the development of more sophisticated AR technologies, such as head-mounted
displays (HMDs), navigation systems [14, 36], and automotive AR
windshields [17, 45], is also gaining speed. The applications offered
within the recently available AR HMD devices, such as Magic Leap
1 [4] and Microsoft HoloLens [5], show the diverse use cases of
these technologies, including simulation, entertainment, training,
and assistance. With AR’s involvement in response to the needs
that emerged from the recent COVID-19 outbreak [3, 16, 22, 34], the
benefits of the AR technology are even more evident.
Despite their benefits, new security and privacy risks emerge from
the AR/VR’s fundamentally new interaction methods. As AR/VR
devices get closer to end-users, the community has put efforts into
identifying potential risks. HMDs are considered more secure as
only the user can see the contents [29]. However, recent work
showed they bring risks in other respects [26, 27, 30, 35, 40, 47].
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Figure 1: First person view of the AR keyboard and hand model.

The interaction methods in AR/VR and with immersive platforms shift towards more natural methods to offer a more convincing perception [2, 20, 48–52]. These methods include interaction
through voice commands, hand gestures, head movements, IMU
rings, and remote controllers. For text entry, Microsoft HoloLens
uses head movements and hand gestures, Microsoft Hololens 2 uses
air-tapping, and Magic Leap 1 uses a remote controller to write on a
virtual keyboard with a conventional layout shown only to users.
Acknowledging the risks, this paper presents and evaluates a
keylogging inference attack on in-air tapping input entry methods
by exploiting the hand trace information. Our attack leverages the
fact that hands follow specific patterns when tapping keys to achieve
keystroke detection. By localizing the keystrokes in time and space
and interpreting the task as a temporal localization problem, we
rigorously explore possible keyboard reconstructions from the key
tap points and develop heuristics to achieve best to worst ordering
of the reconstructions. Our method avoids any assumption on the
positioning and size of the keyboard to account for users’ freedom
in placement, configuration, and scale of virtual objects, which
is an essential feature of AR/VR applications. Our experiments
demonstrate that we can recover the text typed by a victim user with
up to 87% pinpoint accuracy. Additionally, the results remain above
40% for text length varying from 5 to 250, which is alarming.
Contributions. The research community envisions that the AR/VR
technology will invade many new domains and will be used by a
large number of users ubiquitously [28, 39], which makes understanding the technology’s potential vulnerabilities both timely and
critical. To this end, our key contributions are as follows. (1) We
present the first inference attack on in-air tapping keyboards for
AR/VR devices. Our attack is based on the victim’s hand traces and
does not require any user profiling, making it applicable to various
scenarios and adversarial capabilities. Our attack avoids strong assumptions on the positioning and scaling of the keyboard to account
for users’ flexibility in configuring them in virtual environments.
(2) We present a detailed step-by-step and end-to-end evaluation
of a five-step attack pipeline. We measure the performance of our
method in terms of various metrics from the related literature. We
discuss how the performance of each step affects the end results
and demonstrate the performance of the disjoint steps to show their
applicability to keylogging inference attacks in various contexts. (3)
By observing that our attack and the use scenarios assume a fixed

position keyboard in a single session, we propose and analyze a
defense by dynamically positioning the keyboard in space.
Organization. We describe the system and threat models in § 2,
followed by the presentation of our five-step pipeline in § 3. We
discuss the performance evaluation, results, and defenses in § 4. We
review the related work in § 5 and conclude our work in § 7.
2 S YSTEM AND T HREAT M ODELS
2.1 System Model
For executing our attack, we developed an in-air tapping keyboard–
AR keyboard. Figure 1 shows the first person view of the AR keyboard and the hand models. Although the keyboard design and our
study also apply to VR, we mainly address AR environments.
AR Keyboard Design. In our keyboard design, the user attaches the
AR keyboard to some arbitrary location in the virtual environment,
and the AR HMD tracks the user’s hands. The AR HMD detects the
keystrokes by checking if a fingertip collides with a key in space.
The keyboard layout is US and it can be sized by the user freely.
Session. We define a session as the process of typing a text on the AR
keyboard. We assume the keyboard has a fixed spatial configuration
during a session, although it may change between sessions.
Tracking. Hand tracking sensors provide spatial information (i.e.,
positions, angles) of hands and fingers. For users to type on the AR
keyboard and for the adversary to carry out the attack, hand tracking
data is essential. For users, hand tracking capabilities are built-in in
AR HMDs [2, 43]. For the adversary, the hand tracking data comes
from one of a few possible mediums, as explained in § 2.2. Each of
those mediums provides the following information: the tip positions
of all fingers, the pointing directions of all fingertips, the position of
the palm center, and the palm normal. We refer to this information
as the low-level hand tracking data. We expect that our approach
will work with minor modifications even when the low-level hand
tracking data is not available precisely in the same format, but as
long as the spatial information of the hands is available.
2.2 Threat Model
We envision a concrete threat model that considers a victim using
the AR keyboard in AR HMD, and an adversary attempting to infer
what the victim types by exploiting the hand traces. To achieve this
goal, the adversary gains access to the victim’s hand traces through
one of a few possible mediums, each of which is covered in an attack
scenario. Other than differences in the method used for obtaining
the hand tracking data, the three scenarios, depicted in Figure 2,
share the same procedure from the adversary’s standpoint. Once the
adversary obtains the hand traces, she will be able to perform the
inference attack offline. With the innovations in AR domain, the
industry leaders launched various types of AR HMDs [4–7, 9] for
various stakeholders with countless use cases. Such speed in development and deployment cycle indicates that AR HMD technologies
are expected to be an asset for daylong use [28, 39]. Given the
consumer demand in AR technologies and the rapid advancements,
the ubiquitous usage of AR HMDs in near future is plausible.
Scenario 1. In this scenario, the adversary plants a hand tracker
device near the victim in a public space, e.g., a coffee shop, and
records his hand movements as the user types in the AR keyboard.
The adversary might use the Leap Motion Controller [8] as the hand
tracker—being small (8x3x1.1cm) allow hiding in a stealthy attack.
Although the off-the-shelf version of the controller requires cable
connection, wireless setups are available [1] and could be utilized to
reduce the cable burden for a stealthier attack instance.
Scenario 2. In this scenario, the adversary wears an AR HMD
and sits near the victim, possibly in a public space, to record the
hand movements of the victim using the hand tracking feature of
the AR HMD. Due to the expected ubiquitous usage of AR HMD,
it is challenging to identify the adversary. The adversary needs to

be close to the victim (approx. 1.5m), where the data collection is
much easier to carry out in context, e.g., two acquaintances in the
same space, where one of them might be curious what the other is
typing.
Scenario 3. In this scenario, the adversary infects the AR HMD
of the victim with a malware, enabling the adversary to obtain the
data from the built-in hand tracking sensor through the AR HMD’s
API. One advantage of this scenario is that there is no assumption
on where the victim is located nor the adversary’s proximity to the
victim. As such, the attack could be conducted remotely, at any time,
from anywhere, without needing to deploy any additional device
near the victim. We should note that obtaining the sensor readings is
a more straightforward attack than reading the processed outputs of
the keyboard application. Malware can obtain the sensor readings
using the device API stealthily; however, reading the keyboard’s
processed output requires more sophisticated malware. For example,
assuming the gyroscope readings are available to the attacker does
not mean that the attacker can directly read the keyboard’s output.
We should note that the adversary does not know the position
of the AR keyboard in the victim’s virtual environment since users
can change the position however they like. Therefore, for all of the
adversarial scenarios above, the sensor readings cannot enable the
adversary to directly obtain the keyboard output by simply forwarding the sensor readings to the keyboard application. In all scenarios,
a calibration between the coordinate system of the victim’s virtual
environment and the coordinate system of the virtual environment
model of the adversary is required, and this requirement is one of
the main technical challenges we overcome in this study.
3

T ECHNICAL D ETAILS

AND

M ETHODS

To set out, In figure 3 we outline the technical details of our fivestep attack pipeline. Keylogging inference attacks are defined as a
two-stage process: keystroke detection and key identification [37].
The first two steps of our pipeline are for keystroke detection while
the subsequent three steps are for key identification.
3.1

Deep Key Tap Localization

To initiate our attack, we start by localizing the key taps on the
low-level hand tracking data stream using the following observation.
Observation 1. The hands follow a certain pattern while writing
on the AR keyboard. This, in turn, makes the key tap gestures
distinguishable from all other hand gestures.
To exploit Observation 1, we utilize a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) to localize key taps in time windows where key tapspecific patterns are observed. However, the time-domain low-level
hand tracking signal changes as the tracking sensor is placed differently. Therefore, we pre-process the data to resolve this dependency
and ensure the attack repeatability in different spatial configurations.
Pre-processing. In this phase, we obtain three features from the
low-level hand tracking data: 1) the tip position of each finger
w.r.t. the palm center of the hand ( f p ) by subtracting the position of
the palm center from the position of the fingertips, 2) the pointing
direction of each finger w.r.t. to the normal vector of the palm ( fd )
by subtracting the normal vector of the palm from the direction
vectors of the fingers, and 3) the velocity of each fingertip ( fv ) by
calculating the replacement of the fingertips from f p . We call them
position, direction, and velocity sub-signals, respectively.
T where the t-th frame
We denote hand features as X = {xt }t=1
is xt = [ f p fd fv ]T . A segment s(tstart ,tend ) is a slice that includes
the frames between xstart and xend .
Network Architecture. Figure 4 illustrates the multi-head CNN
architecture. Each head is designed to fetch the independent temporal features in the time series-like data. The kernel size of the
convolutions cover 3 frames in time and perform convolutions with

(a) Scenario 1: The adversary plants a hand
tracker device and records the victim’s hand
movements.

(b) Scenario 2: The adversary sits near the
victim and records his hand movements using AR HMD.

(c) Scenario 3: The adversary infects the
victim’s AR HMD and remotely obtains the
tracking data.

Figure 2: Illustrations of the attack scenarios with varying adversarial capabilities.
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Figure 3: The five-step pipeline for the attack, which takes hand tracking data as input and outputs inferences ordered from best to worst. The first
two steps are for keystroke detection stage while the subsequent three are for key identification stage.
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Localization. For localization, we slide a fixed-length (30) window
on the low-level data stream to generate segments. We then obtain
the confidence score Pc of each segment using the CNN component. We filter out the redundant detections by applying non-max
suppression to ensure that the localized windows are disjoint and
only the most confident windows are kept. Then, we eliminate the
segments with Pc less than the classification threshold τc = 0.5, with
the rationale explained in the evaluations. Finally, each segment is
associated with a key tap point by fetching the position of the index
fingertip at the midpoint of the window.
3.2

Key Tap Localization Refinement

Since we estimate the key tap points in the deep key tap localization
stage, they might be imprecise. In this stage, we refine the points in
four steps based on a geometric observation on the keyboard.
Observation 2. The key tap points lay on a plane in 3D.

Figure 4: The multi-head CNN architecture used for key tap localization. The input is a segment from the pre-processed low-level hand
tracking data, while the output is the confidence score for the segment
belonging to a key tap.

stride 1. The rationale of the multi-head design is that data included
in the segments are initially independent from each other. Concatenating them and passing them to a single CNN where the stride is
set to 1 would cause irrelevant convolutions around the edges. For
example, it is redundant to convolve the position of the pinky finger
with the direction of the thumb. In other words, convolving position
and direction is not desired in the early stages. However, after the
convolutional layers and a fully-connected network in the heads,
we get a higher-level representation of the data segments, which
are now time-independent. Once we extract the time dependency,
we concatenate the features and get the confidence scores with a
final fully-connected network and a sigmoid function. We interpret
each key tap as a 30 frame action, or simply 375 ms, given that the
sampling rate of the hand tracker is 80 fps. Therefore, each head
takes a sub-segment with the shape of height 5 (fingers), width 30
(frames), and depth 3 (dimensions) as input.

Step 1: Keyboard Plane Estimation. As the AR keyboard lays
on a plane in 3D, the key taps should also lay on the same plane.
Therefore, we first estimate a keyboard plane from the obtained key
tap points. A plane in 3D is defined by a normal vector perpendicular
to the plane, a point on the plane, and a scalar. To find a fitting plane
to the estimated 3D key tap points, we use a regression model that
minimizes a linear least square error between the points and plane.
Step 2: Reducing the False Positives. We follow the trace of
the fingertip for each key tap window and check if it crosses the
estimated plane. Otherwise, we eliminate it since the finger does not
touch the keyboard plane.
Step 3: Refining the Key Tap Points. To increase the spatial
precision of the key tap points, we use the intersection point where
the fingertip crosses the estimated keyboard plane instead of using
the midpoint of the key tap window as before.
Step 4: Dimension Reduction. Since all the key tap points lay on
the same plane, we can easily and feasibly represent them as 2D
points without any loss of information. To achieve this task, we first
create an orthonormal basis containing the normal of the plane using
the Gram-Schmidt Orthogonalization. Then, we change the basis

Algorithm 1 Construction of center groups
1: G: Cluster groups with varying number of clusters
2: C: Current set of weighted centroids
3: K: Key tap points
4: procedure B UILD C ENTER G ROUPS(K)
5:
initialize:
6:
G ← 0/
7:
C ← {(v, w) ∈ R2 × R | v ∈ K, w = 1}
8:
while size(C) > 2 do
9:
c1 , c2 ← M INIMUM D ISTANCE PAIR (C)
10:
cmerged ← M ERGE C ENTERS (c1 , c2 )
11:
C ← (C ∪ {cmerged }) \ {c1 , c2 }
12:
G ← G ∪ {C}
13:
return G
14: procedure M INIMUM D ISTANCE PAIR(C)
15:
return (c1 , c2 | c1 , c2 ∈ C, E UC D IST (c1 , c2 ) is min)
16: procedure M ERGE C ENTERS(c1 , c2 )
17:
(v1 , w1 ), (v2 , w2 ) ← c1 , c2
18:
vmerged ← W EIGHTEDV ECTOR AVG (c1 , c2 )
19:
wmerged ← w1 + w2
20:
return (vmerged , wmerged )

for the key tap points. Finally, we obtain 2D key tap points K by
omitting the component in the direction of the normal vector.
3.3

Candidate Key Center Generation

In this step, we deduce candidates for the key centers of the AR
keyboard from the refined key tap points. We set forth the following
observation about the relationship between the key centers and the
key tap points, which we exploit for our deduction.
Observation 3. When each key center in the AR keyboard is considered as the cluster centroid of that particular key, each key tap point
will belong to the cluster of the tapped key.
Based on Observation 3, we hypothesize that a proper clustering
of the key tap points eventuates partitioning them into clusters of
unique keys. For proper clustering, the number of clusters should be
the same as the number of unique keys pressed in a session. However,
not all unique keys are necessarily used during a session. Thus, the
attacker is unaware of the number of clusters required, which is a
key challenge in this step. To address this issue, we generate cluster
groups with a varying number of clusters through the agglomerative
hierarchical clustering to account for varying numbers of keys.
We denote a cluster group as C = {cm }M
m=1 where cm is the 2D
vector representing of the centroid of the m-th cluster in the group
C. The output of this step is a set of cluster groups, G, where each
has a different cluster count. The set of cluster groups is denoted by
G = {Cn }N
n=1 , where Cn is the n-th clustering.
Algorithm 1 shows the procedure we use to compose the cluster
groups G. Initially, all key tap points are treated as singleton clusters
with uniform weights as in line 1.7. Then, the cluster group C
is iteratively updated (line 1.11) by merging the closest clusters
considering the weights. Each update to the cluster group C results
in adding a cluster group to G (line 1.12) with a different cluster
count. The Euclidean distance is then used to find the closest cluster
pair, and merging is done through weighted vector average.
3.4

Candidate Keyboard Reconstruction

In this step, we output the possible keyboard reconstructions by
overcoming two challenges.
Challenge 1: Unknown Coordinate Systems. Since the hand
tracker and the adversary’s AR keyboard model have different coordinate systems, the same geometric constructs (e.g., points, vectors)
in a shared environment (i.e., real-world) are expressed differently

Algorithm 2 The algorithm to compute similarity transformation T
using two pairs of corresponding points in 2D. It can be used to map
any point a in space A to its correspondent b in space B.
1: procedure C OMPUTE T RANSFORMATION(a1 , a2 , b1 , b2 )
2:
t ← b1 − a1
▷ translation vector
−
−
→
|a1 a2 |
3:
s ← −−→
▷ uniform scaling scalar
|b1 b2 |
−
→ −−→
a−
1 a2 · b1 b2
4:
α ← cos−1 −−→ −−→
▷ rotation angle
|a1 a2 | · |b1 b2 |
5:

return F ORM M ATRIX T(t, s, α )

▷ see [41]

Algorithm 3 Reconstruction of candidate keyboards
1: G: Cluster groups with varying number of clusters
2: K: Key tap points
3: J: 2D centroids of the keys in the AR keyboard model
4: L: The candidate keyboard reconstructions
5: procedure C OMPUTE C ANDID R ECONS(G)
6: initialize: L ← 0/
7: for each C in G do
8:
for each permutations of centers c1 , c2 from C do
9:
for each combinations of centroids j1 , j2 from J do
10:
T ← C OMPUTE T RANSFORMATION (c1 , c2 , j1 , j2 )
11:
K ′ ← T(K)
12:
L ← I NFER K EYS (K ′ ) ∪ L
13: return L

by those two parties. Moreover, the user’s positioning and scaling
of the AR keyboard differently in the virtual environment introduce
yet another discrepancy. Considering these series of linear transformations between the coordinate systems, we realize a similarity
transform T which represents the mapping between the coordinate
systems. Using two corresponding point pairs from each space, T
could be computed as shown in Algorithm 2. We refer to T( ) as the
similarity transformation function that applies T to its input.
Challenge 2: Unknown Corresponding Points. Having T , the key
tap points K can be transformed into the space of the AR keyboard
model as K ′ = T(K). Then, each key tap position k′ in K ′ could
be associated with a key by checking which key’s area k′ falls onto.
This results in recovering the keys tapped. However, the adversary
lacks two corresponding points from both spaces, failing to directly
obtain the correct transformation. To address this challenge, we use
the key centers from the previous step. As there is no prior knowledge on which cluster corresponds to which key, we account for the
possibility of each cluster c belonging to any unique key j for each
cluster group C in G. We call a pairing of cluster center c with a key
j as center – key pair. Then, we obtain candidate keyboard reconstructions by computing T using every possible center – key pairs.
We summarize the reconstruction of candidates in Algorithm 3.
3.5

Best to Worst Ordering of Reconstructions

The previous step produces numerous keyboard reconstructions, due
to its exhaustive process. However, many of them are inaccurate
due to the incorrect center – key pairings. Although the search
space is significantly reduced compared to having random guesses,
it is still infeasible for the adversary to consider all reconstructions.
We observe that accurate reconstructions typically have specific
characteristics. In this step, we measure these characteristics using
Inference Measurements (IM) to order the keyboard reconstructions
from best to worst, drastically decreasing the number of reconstructions to consider.

Magic Leap 1

Central Computer

𝑇𝑠 = 2.0

𝑇𝑠 = 1.0

𝑇𝑠 = 0.5

Figure 5: The demonstration of the maximum and the minimum scaling factors (IM1 ) used to filter the candidate keyboard reconstructions.
For concise visualization, the effect of Ts is shown by inversely scaling
the hand model rather than scaling the keyboard itself.

IM1 : Scaling Factor. Users are free to scale the AR objects in the
virtual environment controlled by Ts . Making the keyboard too small
or too large negatively affects usability. As shown in Figure 5, a
smaller keyboard (Ts = 0.5) makes it difficult to pick the correct key.
In comparison, a larger keyboard (Ts = 2.0) increases the distance
the hands have to travel. Moreover, with a too large keyboard, the
keyboard may not fit into the frame of the AR HMD. Therefore, we
define limits for Ts to eliminate infeasible reconstructions.
IM2 : Outlier Ratio. All key tap points should optimally fall into
the area of some key in the AR keyboard. However, we observe
outlier key tap points in improper reconstructions. To measure such
anomaly, we define IM2 and compute it as the ratio of the number
of outliers to all key tap points. Although the optimal value for IM2
is zero, we expect a smaller number of outliers.
IM3 : The Number of Clusters – Unique Keys. The correct clustering of key tap points should divide the key tap points into clusters
of unique keys. For a correct keyboard reconstruction, we expect the
number of clusters to be optimally equal to the number of unique
keys found after the transformation. For counter cases, we measure
the anomaly using IM3 , which is the difference between the number
of clusters and the found unique keys. The optimal value for IM3 is
zero, yet some cases may result in values not equal but close to zero
for accurate inferences.
Upon computing IMs, we eliminate the reconstructions by enforcing a scaling factor limit (IM1 ). However, we do not directly enforce
the optimal values for IM2 and IM3 . To capture and estimate the
joint role of IM2 and IM3 on the reconstruction’s correctness, we
utilize a linear regression model. The model takes IM2 and IM3 as
input, and outputs the associated correctness score.
We train the regression model with the correctness scores measured in terms of the normalized Levenshtein similarity between
the estimated and the ground truth strings. Levenshtein similarity measures the performance of both the keystroke detection and
key identification stages simultaneously [37]. After we train the
regression model, we forward IM2 and IM3 of each candidate reconstructions to it. Then, we sort the reconstructions in a decreasing
order w.r.t. their correctness score. These sorted reconstructions
constitute the final output of our pipeline, i.e., the best to worst
ordering of the keyboard reconstructions. Note that once the correct
keyboard reconstruction is found, it is trivial to trace any input on
the keyboard, including the special characters.
4

E VALUATION

In our experiments, we evaluated each step of the pipeline and endto-end. With the evaluations of the individual steps, we intend to:
(1) reason about the validity of our assumptions which led to construct each step, (2) explore how each step contributes to the overall
pipeline, and (3) explore the limitations of each step and discuss
their effects on the overall approach. The experiments involved

Leap Motion Controller

Figure 6: The setup used to carry out the experiments.

five participants, including one female and four males with ages
ranging from 23 to 37. The Institutional Review Board (IRB) at our
institution approved the data collection process.
4.1 Experimental Setup
All threat models exploit low-level hand tracking data. Therefore, we simulate and evaluate them with the same setup irrespective of the data collection medium. For our experiments, we use
Magic Leap 1 (ML1) as the AR HMD, and Leap Motion Controller (LMC) as the hand tracker, as shown in Figure 6. LMC can
track hands within 60 cm in a 120×150° field of view, and ML1
detects hands within 80 cm distance.
Metrics. We measure the accuracy of a text inference in terms
of the normalized Levenshtein similarity. We also use pinpoint, hhop, and top-k accuracy [42]. The h-hop accuracy is computed by
considering the predicted keys that can be reached by taking h hops
from the actual key as true. The h-hop metric shows how seemingly
inaccurate inferences still cause privacy leaks. The pinpoint accuracy
is 0-hop accuracy. Top-k accuracy is the maximum accuracy within
the first k inferences in the best to worst ordering. Top-k is essential
to evaluate our method since we output a set of inferences.
4.2 Keystroke Detection
For this set of evaluations, we collected the P108 dataset from two
users while they were typing 54 random pangrams, mainly used to
simulate the data recorded by the adversary for training purposes.
The data is then split into train-validation (96 pangrams) and test
(12 pangrams) splits. To create the ground truth, we fetched the
key tap segments from each sample and labeled them as 1. Similarly, we fetched disjoint background segments from the remaining
background data and labeled each of them as 0 for convenience.
Deep Key Tap Localization. To train the multi-head CNN, we use
Adam optimizer [24] with a learning rate of 0.001, L2 regularization
with a penalty of 0.001, and the weighted binary cross-entropy
loss function. The hyperparameters are determined by 5-fold crossvalidation. Then, we perform predictions on the test split. The
prediction procedure takes a set of input segments Stest = {sn }N
n=1
and returns the key tap segments with confidence scores greater than
M
a classification threshold: P = {(sm , αm )}m=1 . Given each ground
truth key tap segment gtl in GT = {gtl }Ll=1 , we associate each key
tap segment sm in P with a ground truth segment gtl , which is closest
to sm in time. For each association, we measure the intersectionover-union (IoU). For two segments, S1 (t1 ,t2 ) and S2 (t3 ,t4 ), where
t1 and t3 are the start time, t2 and t4 are finish time, and t3 > t1 , IoU
between S1 and S2 is defined as min(0,t2 −t3 )/(t4 −t1 ), which takes
values in [0, 1]. IoU becomes 1 if the segments fully overlap.
As a result, we obtain a set of associations of segments and their
IoU values: A = {(sm , gtl , IoU)}. We eliminate the associations
with IoU < τIoU , where τIoU is the IoU threshold. This helps us
evaluate the model over different IoU thresholds to reason about
the precision of the model in temporal localization. Following the
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Figure 8: The effect of the Key Tap Localization Refinement on the
number of true positive (TP), false positive (FP), and false negative
(FN) samples for different users.

standard evaluation methods in temporal localization problems, we
interpret the segments in A as true positives, P \ A as false positives,
GT \ A as false negatives, and the remaining in Stest as true negatives.
Based on our preliminary observations during our experiments,
we set the classification threshold as τc = 0.5, where τc controls the
trade-off between true positives and true negatives. More precisely,
τc = 0.5 favors a greater number of the true positive samples while
keeping the false positives less than the true positives.
Finally, the Precision-Recall (PR) curves for left and right hand
and varying τIoU values are shown in Figure 7.
Key Tap Localization Refinement. In this step, we eliminate a
significant number of false positives, which is not possible by just
tweaking the classification threshold. To assess the performance
of this step, we performed Key Tap Localization Refinement on
the output of the previous step. As shown in Figure 8, the refinement procedure significantly decreases the number of false positives
(by 64.1% and 86.2%, respectively) while slightly affecting the true
positives (decreased by 3.4% and 13.1%, respectively).
Key Identification

For this set of evaluations, we collected data from three users (other
than P108’s users) while they were writing an e-mail randomly
selected from the Enron dataset [25]. For length uniformity, we use
the first 250 characters for each recording. We denote this data as Email data. Additionally, we collected R5, R10, and R15, while the
users were writing random character sequences with varying lengths
of 5, 10, and 15. We collected 15 different sequences for each length
and the reported results are the average of the 15 sequences. We aim
to simulate the long-text scenarios, e.g., writing an e-mail, with the
E-mail dataset while using R5, R10, and R15 for simulating the
entry of short-text scenarios, e.g., login credentials.
To evaluate the key identification stage only, we use User-1’s data
and directly use the ground truth key tap points. We first perform
Candidate Key Center Generation, then Candidate Keyboard Re-
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Figure 9: The accuracy distribution of the E-mail keyboard reconstructions before and after best to worst ordering. “All” corresponds to
reconstructions after IM1 filtering.
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Figure 10: The top-k h0 , h1 , and h2 accuracy for varying k considerations for each data set obtained by utilizing the key identification steps
on the ground truth key tap points.

constructions. This results in 889, 200, 9, 750, 52, 000, and 126, 750
keyboard reconstructions for e-mail and each sequence in R5, R10,
and R15, respectively. The difference in the number of keyboard
reconstructions is due to the number of key taps, and it is upperbounded by 889, 200 reconstructions due to the upper bound on the
number of centers. Among those, we are able to achieve a maximum
pinpoint (h0 ) accuracy of 97% for E-mail, 99%, 100%, and 99% for
R5, R10, and R15 sets, respectively, and all reach 100% of h1 and h2
accuracy. Although not all reconstructions have the same accuracy,
the results show that the key identification successfully includes accurate reconstructions. The evaluation results of R5, R10, and R15
also demonstrate that our method works with a limited number of
samples, as low as 5, to create the correct keyboard reconstruction.
Upon obtaining the reconstructions, we continue with the best
to worst ordering by first filtering the reconstructions based on the
minimum and the maximum scaling factors (IM1 ) and consider the
pinpoint (h0 ) accuracy in evaluating its effect. The filter extracts
over 40% of the reconstructions with an accuracy that ranges between 0% and 25%, and keeps all reconstructions with accuracy
that is higher than 50%. We then ordered the rest thorough IM2
and IM3 . We fit a linear regression model using the P108 data, and
obtain the best to worst ordering for the reconstructions belonging
to E-mail, R5, R10, and R15. Figure 9 shows the distribution of all
reconstructions (after IM1 filtering) and the top-15 reconstructions
for E-mail data on different accuracy quarters.
The results highlight that ordering indeed uplifts the better reconstructions to the top of the list and significantly increases the
probability of finding an accurate reconstruction even when randomly chosen from the first 15 elements of the list. Figure 10

letters are due to the false negatives in the keystroke detection and
require spotting and guessing for correction. The extra letter is
due to the false positives in the keystroke detection and needs to be
spotted to fix. Finally, we can easily correct the incorrectly identified
letters by replacing them with the close neighbor keys.

Typed:
WHAT WAS THAT SUO◄PPOSED TO MEAN
Inferred: WAT WAS THAT SUO◄PPOSED TO MEM
Difference: W•AT WAS THAT SUO◄PPOSED TO ME•M
H

AN

Typed:
I WOULD LIKE TO GO TO LUNCH AS WELL
Inferred: I WOULD LIKE TTO GO TO LJCH S EL
Difference: I WOULD LIKE TTO GO TO L•JCH •S •EL•
•

UN

A

W

L

Typed:
I WILL LET YOU KNOW WHEN IS A GOOD DAY
Inferred: I WILL 0ET YO KO EM IS A GOOD AY
Difference: I WILL 0ET YO• K•O• ••EM IS A GOOD •AY

L

U

N W WH N

D

Figure 11: The 11th inference found in the ordered list which is obtained utilizing the end-to-end pipeline on the E-mail. The spaces are
inserted for clearer visualization.

demonstrates the top-k accuracy for varying k using h0 , h1 , and h2
metrics. Over 95% h2 accurate reconstructions are listed within
top-15 of the ordered list. The reconstructions with over 92% h0
accuracy are listed within the top-500. As the number of key tap
points scattered over the AR keyboard increases, the shifted reconstructions are more easily detected with a higher IM2 . For example,
two centers representing the keys A and D are matched with the AR
keyboard model’s keys Q and E, causing the keys to be recovered as
the keys above them, causing a shift. Hence, a higher h0 accuracy
is reached in the earlier top-k considerations when the number of
key tap points is larger. Yet, having h0 inaccurate results does not
necessarily amount to entirely irrelevant results. Obtaining much
higher h1 and h2 for such low h0 values shows that the low pinpoint
accuracy is compensated with higher h1 and h2 accuracy due to the
existence of shifted reconstructions.
4.4 End-to-End Pipeline
In this section, we present end-to-end pipeline results for all datasets
and users. Using the P108 data, we first train the two models, the
multi-head CNN for Deep Key Tap Localization and the linear regression for Best to Worst Ordering. Next, we feed the E-mail, R5, R10,
and R15 datasets to the pipeline. We use the same hyperparameters
determined in the evaluation of the individual steps.
Table 1 shows the values of the h0 , h1 , and h2 accuracy obtained
for each dataset and each user. These values are obtained considering
the top-k with select values of k and the average accuracy obtained
by randomly guessing each character, i.e., brute-force attack.
Overall, the results show that our model can successfully infer
the text with a high accuracy. For edge cases where the pinpoint (h0 )
accuracy is close to that of a random guess, the h1 and h2 accuracy
results show that the inaccurate key estimations of our method appear
close to the actual key, decreasing the search space for the adversary.
For example, even though the pinpoint (h0 ) accuracy of the first
guess (Top-1) of our model for R15 data of User-3 is the same as
that of random guess, i.e., 0.07, our method performs much better in
terms of h1 (0.38 vs. 0.18) and h2 (0.57 vs. 0.35) accuracy.
The maximum h0 achieved over all reconstructions for E-mail,
R5, R10, and R15 is 68%, 76%, 87%, and 62%, respectively. These
reconstructions are populated within the top-500 results. Comparing
the results with those in § 4.3 shows a clear evidence of the propagation of errors in the keystroke detection to the end results, which
prevents the pipeline from achieving 100% accuracy.
Finally, Figure 11 shows the first three sentences of User-1’s email data and the inference of those sentences found at 11th place in
the ordered reconstructions list. In these inferred sentences, there are
12 missing, 1 extra, and 3 incorrectly identified letters. The missing

4.5 Defenses
The findings we have presented are both promising, from a learning
standpoint, and alarming from a security standpoint. To counter the
attack, in the following we present various defense mechanisms.
One simple yet highly effective defense to our attack would be
by randomizing the keys at each keyboard usage or after every key
tap [33]. However, this would affect usability, specifically for long
text inputs [32]. Another simple defense would be by invalidating
the assumption that the keyboard lays on a single plane. By introducing a keyboard design represented by N planes, e.g., a curved
keyboard, we could becloud the attack process for the adversary.
Another defense is by invalidating the adversary’s assumption that
the keyboard position remains fixed throughout a session by altering
the position of the keyboard after each keystroke, i.e., by dynamic
positioning. We describe the implementation and conduct a security
analysis to demonstrate the efficacy of this defense.
Dynamic Positioning. A translation vector ⃗t is represented with
two scalar parameters: its direction angle α and length d. After
each keystroke, we use a translation vector⃗t by choosing α and d
randomly from the ranges [0, 2π] and [r, 2r], respectively, where r
is the diagonal length of a key. The motivation for upper-bounding
d by 2r is to ensure that the usability is not significantly affected,
where the user would quickly locate the key position by taking the
former keyboard position as a reference. With the lower bound of r,
we guarantee that the keys will always change position by at least
one hop between two keystrokes. Finally, randomly choosing d
within the [r, 2r] range, the adversary is substantially challenged by
the fact that any key’s position on the keyboard may correspond to
any key within the 2-hop neighborhood.
Analysis. For a security analysis of this defense, we consider a few
assumptions to make the analysis tractable. We assume that: 1) the
adversary achieves keystroke detection with 100% accuracy with
perfect spatial localization, 2) the user always taps a key from the
key’s center point, 3) for each displacement, the translation vector
⃗t is chosen to displace the keyboard such that the centers of the
alphanumerical keys are moved to exactly one of the keys’ centers
within their 2-hop neighborhood. These assumptions are unrealistic and only put the adversary in a more favorable position while
enabling us to sketch a lower bound on the security analysis. We
emphasize that what we do next is a lower bound security analysis,
and the exact security of this defense is more robust in reality.
When the initial position of the keyboard is known, to guess the
key for the next keystroke, the adversary can exploit the fact that
it can only be to one of the keys within the 2-hop neighborhood of
the key formerly present at that location. Therefore, for each key k,
the probability of successfully recovering k after a displacement is
equal to the ratio of the number of positions where k can appear to
the number of distinct keys that can appear at these positions. We
show the probabilities for each key in Figure 12, from which we
derive the average probability as Pnext = 0.25.
Since the adversary does not know the initial keyboard position,
we consider the probability of successfully identifying the first key
1
as Pfirst = 36
= 0.028, where 36 is the number of the alphanumerical
keys. Using this analysis, the adversary’s success probability to
guess a text of length l is Pl = Pfirst × (Pnext )l−1 = 0.028 × (0.25)l−1 .
For example, for texts of length 4 and 8, Pl=4 = 4.4 × 10−4 and
Pl=8 = 1.7 × 10−6 , which shows the effect of the countermeasure
for practical scenarios such as inputting passwords.
We anticipate that the dynamically-positioned keyboard will be
more usable, especially compared to the randomized keyboard, since

R15

R10

R5

E-mail

Table 1: The maximum h0 , h1 , and h2 accuracy achieved for each data set across varying top-k orderings and brute-force attack.
User
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

h0
0.15
0.15
0.12
0.04
0.08
0.03
0.10
0.06
0.07
0.06
0.09
0.07

Top-1
h1
0.38
0.40
0.40
0.31
0.19
0.26
0.39
0.27
0.27
0.31
0.34
0.38

h2
0.53
0.66
0.51
0.56
0.35
0.44
0.60
0.46
0.44
0.51
0.54
0.57

h0
0.19
0.17
0.17
0.09
0.17
0.13
0.23
0.14
0.11
0.13
0.17
0.20

Top-3
h1
0.42
0.40
0.40
0.43
0.37
0.38
0.67
0.47
0.40
0.47
0.44
0.56

h2
0.54
0.66
0.56
0.66
0.53
0.50
0.81
0.63
0.54
0.64
0.63
0.73

h0
0.61
0.65
0.21
0.29
0.23
0.25
0.46
0.29
0.24
0.25
0.26
0.33

Top-15
h1
0.65
0.73
0.49
0.71
0.46
0.50
0.85
0.61
0.52
0.58
0.60
0.67

h2
0.66
0.77
0.58
0.82
0.54
0.63
0.89
0.71
0.62
0.71
0.67
0.78

0.40
0.35
0.30
0.25
0.20

Figure 12: With the dynamically positioned keyboard defense, the
probability for each key that the adversary’s guess on the key is a true
positive. Outward keys have more chance to be correctly guessed
since they have fewer target positions after displacement that conflict
with the other keys.

it preserves the keyboard layout and only alters the position of the
keyboard one to two keys away from the original position.
5 R ELATED W ORK
Keylogging attacks have been studied for a long time, although in
different contexts. The rise in the popularity of AR/VR systems drew
the attention of the community to study the security and privacy of
AR/VR, including the potential risks of novel text input methods.
Attacks on AR/VR Keyboards. The built-in system keyboards in
current AR/VR HMDs share a similar layout to the AR keyboard we
studied in this paper. However, targeting and selection methods vary.
Kreider [26] explores the feasibility of keylogging inference attacks
on the HoloLens keyboard, which targets by the headset and selects
by tapping gesture. The adversary obtains the drawmetric profiles of
10 possible passwords in advance and infers which one the victim
types by analyzing the profile extracted from the victim’s video
recording. Although the study is based on manual processing, which
is impractical for random length inputs from unknown, intractably
large input sets, the evidence underlines the potential privacy leakage
due to the visual side-channel for AR/VR HMDs. On the other hand,
our method is a systematic approach that works on random inputs
of any length. Arafat et al. [10] performed a keylogging inference
attack on VR HMDs by observing the patterns in CSI distortions.
They were able to obtain up to 69% of the virtual keystrokes. Ling
et al. [30] demonstrate computer vision- and motion sensor-based
attacks to infer passwords for two modes: (1) targeting via headset
and selecting via controller and (2) targeting and selecting via a
controller. Both approaches rely on the assumption that the keyboard
is fixed in position and the size in the virtual environment in order
to use pre-computed rotation angles for inference. On the contrary,
we account for the possibility that the virtual objects can be freely
positioned and scaled in the virtual environment by the user, which
otherwise limits the flexibility of virtual applications.
Other Keylogging Inference Attacks. Since the first keylogging
inference attack over 50 years ago [13, 18], there have been many
incidents that emerged or potential risks underlined by researchers in
the field [37]. Among those works, ours falls in the cluster of studies

h0
0.61
0.66
0.40
0.49
0.31
0.30
0.59
0.37
0.31
0.40
0.39
0.45

Top-50
h1
0.65
0.74
0.55
0.80
0.50
0.52
0.89
0.68
0.57
0.69
0.66
0.75

h2
0.66
0.78
0.59
0.84
0.54
0.64
0.89
0.73
0.64
0.73
0.67
0.80

h0
0.62
0.67
0.40
0.65
0.38
0.41
0.71
0.44
0.37
0.46
0.44
0.54

Top-100
h1
0.65
0.74
0.55
0.84
0.53
0.55
0.89
0.69
0.60
0.70
0.66
0.76

h2
0.66
0.78
0.59
0.84
0.54
0.64
0.89
0.73
0.64
0.73
0.67
0.80

h0
0.63
0.68
0.40
0.76
0.50
0.46
0.87
0.53
0.43
0.55
0.54
0.62

Top-500
h1
0.65
0.74
0.55
0.84
0.53
0.60
0.89
0.72
0.61
0.70
0.67
0.76

h2
0.66
0.78
0.59
0.84
0.54
0.65
0.89
0.73
0.65
0.74
0.67
0.81

h0
0.06
0.06
0.10
0.06
0.08
0.11
0.09
0.06
0.07
0.05
0.07
0.07

Random
h1
0.16
0.18
0.17
0.20
0.21
0.24
0.23
0.23
0.23
0.16
0.19
0.18

h2
0.30
0.34
0.33
0.46
0.46
0.46
0.45
0.45
0.46
0.34
0.35
0.35

where spatial information is utilized to detect the key locations and
achieve inference without user profiling. Sun et al. [42] present
an approach for inference from tablet backside motion patterns
available with video recordings. They utilize top-k and h-hop to
evaluate their results, pointing that high 1- and 2-hop accuracy values
indicate a significant information gain. Jin et al. [21] used the desk
motion patterns to achieve inference from video recordings. They
represented words with a sequence of group labels by replacing
each character with its group label, where a group stands for a set
of neighbor keys in some proximity. Using a Long Short Term
Memory technique over sequences of such groups to obtain words,
they improved the accuracy, showing the importance of accurate 1or 2-hop granularity.
6 L IMITATIONS AND F UTURE W ORK
Our work has several limitations, which we list in the following.
Contextualized Learning. For long text inputs, the results show
that the adversary achieved 65% pinpoint accuracy by inspecting as
few as 15 reconstructions. Since such inputs are likely to include
context, the accuracy could be further improved through deduction.
In our future work, we will utilize language models to systematically
achieve this task, which could also help highlight reconstructions
with context to reduce the search space for the adversary.
Short Inputs. The attack accuracy reaches up to 87% for short
text inputs, which provides a significant information gain to the
adversary. In short messages with context, the language models
could be very beneficial. On the other hand, in login credentials, the
language context might be abstracted from the text. It is expected
that such short texts would not follow the regular language models,
leaving all reconstructions equally probable to the adversary.
Other Modalities. Comparing the results of the key identification
stage with that of the end-to-end pipeline, we observe that the main
stage hindering reaching a 100% pinpoint accuracy is the keystroke
detection. We aim to improve the keystroke detection by exploiting
other methods using additional clues in our future work. More
specifically, we intend to explore to what extend the eye and head
movements could contribute to the keystroke detection phase.
7 C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a keylogging inference attack targeting
in air tapping keyboards for AR/VR HMDs by exploiting the observation that hands follow specific patterns while users are typing in
the air. Substantiated by three different attack scenarios and threat
models with reasonable capabilities, our attack provides up to 87%
accuracy in inferring a random text of any length without requiring
any special user profiling. We discuss various countermeasures to the
attack, and show that they are a nontrivial task as they often conflict
with usability. In our future work, we will exploit language models
to increase accuracy, optimize the attack, and further evaluate the
trade-off between usability and defenses.
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